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love
OFF THE BEATEN  

GET SWEPT AWAY BY 
THESE UP-AND-COMING 
DESTINATION WEDDING 
LOCATIONS

rom a volcanic backdrop or a majestic waterfall in 
Iceland to a romantic vineyard in Italy, many newlyweds-

to-be are looking for unique settings for their destination 
weddings.
While tropical destinations will always be a popular choice, 

Megan Velez, vice-president, Product at Destination Weddings Travel 
Group, says the company has seen couples venturing more off the 
beaten path for their celebrations. In particular, she says Iceland and 
Italy are emerging as popular locales for couples looking for something 
unique – whereas Americans are even looking at tying the knot in 
Canada.“ Likewise, all-inclusive resorts are on the rise, offering a wealth 
of options and activities for guests and their families,” she says. “We’re 
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also seeing growth in the LGBTQ market, as same-sex 
couples take their weddings to openly accepting countries 
such as South Africa, Ireland, Spain and New Zealand.”

Meanwhile Jamie Chang, destination wedding planner 
with Mango Muse Events and founder of Passport to Joy, 
says travel trends tend to mimic what’s up and coming in 
destination weddings.

“New cool places are Iceland, Croatia and Scotland 
for their culture and natural beauty,” she says. “Tropical 
locales are always popular, but reaching more private, 
more untouched islands or areas like Guana in the BVI 
makes it more special.”

So, where else is hot this year? Travel Courier asked 
destination wedding and event planning experts to weigh 
in with their top picks:

• IRELAND: Although weather can be a concern in 
Ireland, the idea of hosting a wedding group at a castle 
hotel is very appealing. With many charming castles, 
some dating as far back as the 12th century, guests 
can easily shift from a large city to the castle within a 
short two-hour drive.
 - Jasprit Kaul, managing partner, L’Escape

• MARRAKECH: Couples looking for a truly unique and 
mystical experience are turning to Marrakech as their 
wedding destination, and with good reason. Delicious 
Moroccan food mixed with its Mediterranean flair, it is 
a place unlike any other. Street markets that are filled 
with snake charmers and one-of-a-kind art sit next to 
some of the most luxurious resorts in the world – it is 
the perfect combination of old and new. 
- Fabrice Orlando, CEO, Cocoon Events Management 
Group

• CUBA: I truly believe Cuba will hit the radar this year 
as a unique and beautiful wedding destination. It was 
such a glamourous hot spot before the revolution and 
with [US] relations opened up again, it might be time to 
talk to your travel agent. 
- Kim Sayatovic, founder and chief creative officer,  

        Belladeux Events

• ST. LUCIA: While it’s always been known as a 
romance island, St. Lucia is about to welcome a new 
all-inclusive hotel, the Royalton St. Lucian, which is 
a bit of a departure from the more boutique-style 
properties on the island. This property will expose 
the island to new guests, giving them an opportunity 
to consider this lush paradise as a possibility for 
a destination wedding. And, since all-inclusive 
properties are popular choices for destination 
wedding groups, this will provide a new option for 
brides-to-be in the coming year.
- Tara Soloway, co-founder, LUXE Destination 
Weddings 

• GREECE: With a combination of Athens historical 
monuments and a chain of many island options, 
Greece has been quite popular for couples. Greece 
offers small boutique hotels which are perfect for 
small wedding groups, often allowing the groups to 
buy out the resort for their entire wedding guests. 
- Jasprit Kaul, managing partner, L’Escape

• NEW ORLEANS: New Orleans is one of the most 
unique cities in the world. [The city] offers clients 
wedding activities you can’t get anywhere else. Private 
personal parade anyone? And weather is pretty 
temperate all year.
- Kim Sayatovic, founder and chief creative officer, 
Belladeux Events
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FEELING HOT, HOT, HOT.
Based on bookings for the upcoming 2017 and 2018 destination 
wedding seasons, Monica Caesar, owner and certified destination 
wedding planner, Aisle Plan Your Day, points to Dominican 
Republic, Jamaica and Mexico, as the most popular all-inclusive 
destinations.

• JAMAICA: What I love about Jamaica is that there is far more 
to discover beyond the beaches and all-inclusive resorts. With 
the endless array of hidden waterfalls that make an astounding 
backdrop for weddings off resort and the culture that sets the 
pace of island life, my heart was stolen the first time I ever 
visited this beautiful island. There is so many things to see 
and do with regards to tours and excursions, the cuisine of the 
island is flavourful and the kindness of the Jamaican people 
make this a top choice.

• MEXICO: It is home to such rich history and ancient culture, not 
to mention how inspiring the beaches and diverse landscapes 
are. Mexico can truly offer destination couples endless options 
on an affordable budget, with easy direct flights making this a top 
choice for my clients. There is a vast array of all-inclusive resorts, 
villas and private wedding  venues designed to suit any budget.

• DOMINICAN REPUBLIC: It offers such natural beauty and 
stunning backdrops which make this a fantastic option for 
destination weddings. The ease of direct flights married with 
the gorgeous weather makes it an easy choice for clients. The 
country can offer desert-like landscapes, to mountain scenery 
to white-sand beaches, all of which have top notch all-inclusive 
resorts to host a wedding group. There is also a huge selection 
of stunning private wedding venues available from established 
beach side restaurants, mountaintop venues, private beaches 
and botanical gardens to select from to host a private wedding.

• PUERTO VALLARTA, LOS CABOS, CANCUN 
AND RIVIERA MAYA, MEXICO: Mexico is such an 
incredible country that is not only rich in culture and 
value, but caters to all. It has something for all tastes 
and most budgets. From ecotourism, adventure resorts, 
all-inclusives and boutique properties, the options are 
endless. 
- Denise Georgiou-Newell, wedding planner and travel 
agent, WeDDings & Travels Jubilee

• PUERTO VALLARTA AND PLAYA MITA, MEXICO:
For Western Canadian cities, Puerto Vallarta is very 
often a direct flight, with a few hours shaved off of 
flight times making it very attractive. Puerto Vallarta 
in general tends to price cheaper overall for guests to 

come, which helps with overall bride/groom budgets. 
Also, with Zika being a concern, there are very few 
cases in this state and none in the area of Playa Mita, 
which has been great to assure clients. There are 
so many Mexican shops, tours and attractions to 
experience here, making it a popular choice for those 
reasons as well. 
- Liz Moore, CEO/MBA, Liz Moore Destination Weddings

• HAWAII: This island chain has always proven to be 
popular for weddings, but an increase in east coast 
travel to Hawaii for weddings has been noted. Hawaii 
offers the island and beach appeal that clients are 
considering when considering a destination wedding.
- Jasprit Kaul, managing partner, L’Escape
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